


OVERVIEW

Dreamtex Industry has been
established keeping in mind
one clear mission that is to
produce high quality,
comfortable socks using the
latest production technology
in the socks manufacturing
domain.

Starting from our smart
production lines to a highly
skilled team ending with a
very strict quality control
standards, we are confident
to meet our clients
expectations regarding
product quality, delivery
dates and competitive costs.



OUR PRODUCT RANGE

TYPE DESIGN FORMATION STYLE MAIN YARNS

Kids Crew Plain Formal 100% Cotton

Ladies Quarter Full Terry Sports RG Yarn

Men Low Cut Half Terry Anti-Slip Polyester

Trainer Angular Terry Diabetic Elastic

Invisible Technical Football Nylon

Compression Viscose

Lycra



OUR YARNS

All our Cotton Yarn such as
RG Cotton, Pure Cotton and
Dyed Cotton is bought from
leading yarn manufacturers
within Pakistan .

We use high quality plating
yarn imported from China
that is mostly Polyester.

Nylon is also 100% Imported.

Our demand of Elastic and
Viscose is also fulfilled from
within Pakistan.

We never compromise on our
raw material which is the
reason we are always able to
satisfy our customers.



KNITTING
Using Lonati GK, the latest Italian
socks knitting machines having
options to change the needle
counts have enabled us to create
new, attractive, complex and
elevated designs.

Our brand new Weilite machines
have enabled us to achieve our
customers demand of high end
socks with the properties of fine
knitting.

Our state of the art machinery has
made it possible for us to get
premium finishing quality where
high smoothness standards are
guaranteed.
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PRODUCTION CAPACITY:

Knitting Machine: 50 Machines

Monthly Production: 612,000 Pairs

NEEDLES COUNT:

We have :
. 25 Lonati machines all having 4”
diameter and 108 needle count all
having option to convert to 144 needles
. 25 Weilite Chinese machines all
having 3.75” diameter and 144 needles



FUTURE PLANS

CERTIFICATIONS:
We are BSCI certified company and going for audits of WRAP and SEDEX in near future.

EXPANSION:
Directors have already approved the induction of 25 Brand new Lonati machines which we
are planning to install soon.



Please feel free to contact us with your queries.

Email: info@dreamtexindustry.com

Tel: +92 213 5050125-26

Mobile:+923324339456,+923200220478

Address: Plot # 27, Sector 7A Korangi
Industrial Area 75900

Website: www.dreamtexindustry.com

mailto:info@dreamtexindustry.com
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